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Speeches by AM. Hymans (Belgium) MI. Litvioi'i and peace, that this Conference will lead

(Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) adl to an agreement. If, after several years
Baron Ramel (Sweden). of work, deliberation and study, the States

assembled here were to separate in an
atmosphere of dissension and increased

21. - CONTINUATION OF THE GENERAL irritation as a result of their discussions and
DISCUSSION. their failure, public opinion, which, even

now, is in a nervous and agitated frame of
The President. - We will now resume the mind, would receive another serious shock.

general discussion. That would be a setback - a moral and
The first speaker is M. Paul Hymans, a political defeat. The belief in right and

Minister for Foreign Affairs and delegate peace would be weakened; budgets would
of Belgium. increase; the race for armaments would

become uncontrolled, and would inevitably
iM. Hymans (Belgiunm) lead to war, bankruptcy and revolution.
Translation . I come before you with a The multiplication of armaments engenders

frank statement of the views of a small a sort of intoxication, over-excitement,
country which great events have placed in infatuation, which impels countries to indulge
a special position. in threats, and ends sooner or later in an

Belgium has come to this Conference with explosion of all the pent-up forces seeking
a two-fold aim. She desires loyally to relief.
co-operate in the conclusion of an interna- We must t-herefore search for, and find,
tional agreement for the limitation and a formula, of agreement. The Preparatory
reduction of armaments she must. at the Comlmission, which considered this problem
same time, watch over her own security. during several sessions, drew up the frame-

She is anxious to assist in t;he consolida- work of a convention. I think I maVy say
tion of peace for her own sake and for that that Belgium contributed usefully to its
of others, for, although she possesses special discussions. One of the Belgian delegates,
guarantees in a regional treaty of mutual M. Bourquin, was Rapporteur of the Com-
assistance, commonly called the Rhineland mission, and I consider that the draft
Pact, she knows that aly conflict in Europe, which was the outcome of its work is
even far from her territory, would have happily and wisely constructed. It will, I
political, economic and social consequences hope, serve as a basis for a general agreement.
which she could not escape. She must From the beginning of the Conference,
also retain such arms as are indispensable ideas have been expressed which may help
to preserve her independence. to facilitate an agreement. The French

Throughout these discussions, Belgium delegation has rendered the Conference
will therefore be actuated by national a conspicuous service by submitting to



it at the outset a number of concrete pro- In that territory, great wars have occurred
posals. I do not, of course, intend to enter which, in certain spots now famous with
now upon a detailed and technical exami- the echoes of the battles fought there,
nation of the system embodied therein. have ended in losses and victories that
That will have to be done later in committee. have shaken the world. Finally, it was
I should, however, like to single out certain invaded and occupied for four and a-half
points which in my opinion may pave the years.
way for a satisfactory settlement of certain We are therefore bound to take the neces-
matters. I refer to the prohibition of the sary steps to safeguard our country against
most powerful and deadlies offensive wea- the recurrence of such disasters. In doing
pons, such as bombing-planes, with its so, we have kept in mind the general
corollary, the internationalisation of civi- condition of Europe, the treaties, the dan-
lian aviation, and the prohibition of cer- gers to which we may be exposed, our
tain heavy long-range guns and of chemical geographical situation and our special cir-
and bacteriological warfare, so that, in the cumstances- that is to say, Article 8 of
event of a catastrophe, the civilian popula- the Covenant in its actual wording.
tions may be protected, so that they may After all, Belgian armaments are not
be, so to speak, kept out of the war, and a menace to the world, and Belgium's
the theatre of operations be circumscribed. ambitions will not trouble Europe.

I refer also to the organisation of a system I turn to Article 8, to which I have just
of international supervision over armaments. referred, for that is our law in this matter.
Sir John Simon, first delegate of the United It fixes the method by which we are to
Kingdom, has expressed similar views. solve the problem before us. It couples
Mr. Gibson, too, voiced ideas very like security with armaments. It links up
those I have mentioned, and it seems directly the reduction of armaments and
that, on these various points, we may be the need for security, and that is only
able to advance towards an understanding. common sense. Of course, the nations will

In this sphere, the Conference will have not consent to forego defensive armour
the Belgian delegation's entire sympathy unless they are equally well protected by
and support. organised peace, by the maintenance of

I must now speak of my own country. law, by mutual assistance, by co-operation
After the war, in which Belgium was against unfair aggression. This idea of
involved against her will, she concentrated co-operation is at the very root of the
her chief financial effort on urgent recon- League Covenant.
struction work. Later, succeeding govern- From the very beginning, the League has
ments, in consideration of the general constantly endeavoured to apply law to
condition of Europe and of the treaty international relations and to organise co-
obligations and guarantees, set themselves operation. It has raised a whole series of
to reduce military, budgetary and personal legal barriers against war. There is the
burdens to what was strictly necessary Covenant itself, with Article 15 and the
for self-defence, for there can be no question sanctions in Article 16. In the Statute
of anything but self-defence. of the Permanent Court of International

When, some months ago, on March 4th, Justice, there is the article on compulsory
1931, I was summarising our political jurisdiction. There is the General Act
situation in Parliament, I said, "Belgium for the pacific settlement of international
will, if necessary, be able to defend herself; disputes, the Convention on financial assi-
faithful to her past, to her traditions, to stance to States victims of, or threatened
her instinctive loyalty, she will fulfil all by, aggression, the recent Convention to
her obligations, she will take up arms strengthen the means for preventing war
only to defend her territory and her inde- and, finally, the Locarno Treaty, which
pendence and to discharge the duties pres- represents a local, regional application of
cribed by her Charter ". the principles of the Geneva Protocol, and.

The duties prescribed by her Charter to crown all, the Pact of Paris, which
are the obligations laid down in the League prohibits war.
Covenant and those specially fixed in the Pacts are sometimes ridiculed for their
Locarno Treaty. weaknesses. The only weak pacts are

As long ago as 1922, Belgium, after those which the signatory States fail to
much consideration, reduced the period of carry out. But in ten years - and I am
military service to an average of twelve one of those who have been privileged to
to ten months and even, for the greater follow its growth from the beginning - the
part of the infantry, to eight months. League has nevertheless done an immense
She has reduced her effectives from 121,000 amount of work. I do not think so con-
to 66,000 men, and her budgetary expen- tinuous an effort has ever before been
diture from 326 million to 206 million gold made, and yet is the work completed? Is
francs; she is reconstructing certain defence it sufficiently complete to provide nations
works on her frontiers for the protection engaged in great wars or exposed to special
of her territory. It is a small territory perils with the necessary guarantees? We
with no natural boundaries, no mountains cannot claim that it is. The world would
or narrow defiles. It is not very broad be a stronger and a more stable place if
and is situated at a nerve-centre of Europe. the peoples were sure that, in the event
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of aggression or danger, effective and speedy undertaking; it is in the nature of a major
aid would be forthcoming. That is an psychological operation.
ideal, perhaps a remote ideal, when we con- Petitions have been submitted to us
sider facts and the mentality of the nations. bearing thousands of signatures, and some
But there are certain points in which of those petitions were almost in the nature
progress can be made forthwith and which of a threat. "Peace! " is the cry that assails
must not be postponed. us, a cry which admits of no misunder-

First -- and the question is one with standing. But elsewhere cries of rage are
which you are all sufficiently familiar, so heard, appeals to violence; and fear,
that I need make no more than a passing mistrust and passion have their say. And
reference to it - there is the adaptation then, too there are the memories of the
of the Covenant to bring it into harmony past!
with the Paris Pact. What remains to be The reign of peace and order is esta-
done - to employ the traditional formula - blished in the civilised society of to-day.
is to close the gap, lest the spectre of war Crimes and offences bring judgment and
slip through, and to extend to every war penalties in their train, and people live in
of aggression the penalties laid down in security. But that security which attaches
Article 16. And then there at once arises to our civil life is based on other guarantees
another problem: the Paris Pact proclaims than laws and judges and police. It is
the solemn condemnation of wars of based on a kind of social contract, a con-
aggression. But if we are to create an orga- tract accepted and recognised by all.
nised state of security, if we are to create a We live and have our being in an atmos-
feeling of security - in other words, phere of mutual confidence. We know that
confidence- are moral sanctions adequate ? the belongings and lives of our neighbours
True, public opinion and world conscience and of those with whom we rub shoulders
are imposing forces, the strength of which in the street are inviolable. Security, in
we have had an opportunity of gauging. short, is a matter of social habit.
But are they in themselves sufficient to It is, of course, necessary that such
arrest, to punish, to repel the aggressor, the habits and customs should take root in
criminal disturber of the peace ? the life of the peoples, that they should

Prominence has been given to one very be imbued with respect for international
striking idea in this connection. Is it con- law, and that nations no less than individuals
ceivable, when all countries have agreed should realise the existence of a higher
in condemning war, when the right to make code and accept its rules. These rules
war no longer exists, that an attitude of are that justice must not be self-administered
indifference or neutrality should be deemed and that the only valid force is the force
legitimate or even possible in the face of a of right.
violation of the Paris Pact ? Can you It is our duty to advance towards this
conceive of a State, a signatory to that higher state of civilisation; but that will
Pact, standing by passively, a spectator require time as well as tenacity and toil
of its violation, standing in the way, for on the part of all the appointed leaders
example, of a blockade organised against of men. It is therefore step by step that
an aggressor State, against a criminal State, we shall advance towards security, and step
or again, allowing that criminal aggressor by step that we shall achieve disarmament.
State to come to it for material and sup- We have this year to attempt to solve
plies ? That is a very striking idea, an idea important problems of economics and poli-
deserving of the most thorough examina- tics. An acute depression is weighing upon
tion, based as it is on the conception of the budgets of the various States, disor-
co-operation by every other State against ganising credit and crippling enterprise.
a State that violates its undertakings. On every hand we may observe the erection
The principle is a just one: it forms the very of tariff barriers impeding the flow of trade,
basis of the League. and, by an extraordinary paradox, at the

We are prepared also to examine in a very moment of our meeting here to attempt
liberal and sympathetic spirit any proposals the organisation of political peace men are
that might tend to strengthen the League's organising economic war.
authority, to give a wider scope to joint This is what a French publicist, M. Lucien
action and render such action more effectual. Romier, wrote the other day in the Temps:
To define the aggressor adequately, as the " The new warfare is before our eyes;
French delegation proposes, would certainly the weapons with which it is fought are
be a big step forward. economic and financial, and States, without

Undoubtedly the solution we are seeking resorting to machine-guns or submarines,
for the problems of arbitration and co- and while alleging self-defence, seek to
operation would do much to promote strike at each other's most vital resources
disarmament, and the reduction of arma- and strength and even at the individual
ments would in itself serve to relieve the well-being of each other's nationals."
tension and ease the present situation. To this disorder in our trade relations
But material disarmament, we have to must be added the disorder reigning in
admit, is possible only in terms of moral the minds of men. The most absurd, the
disarmament. The organisation of peace most alarming, the most pernicious rumours
is not only a political and juridical are in the air. Irritating remarks are made



and at once caught up and repeated on and by a colossal increase in the burden of
every hand. The atmosphere is one of militarism.
mingled uneasiness and uncertainty, and The creation of the League of Nations
obviously such a. state of mental agitation itself and Article 8 of its Covenant, already
and material paralysis cannot continue referred to by several speakers, were nothing
without danger. but a faint tribute to popular demands for

We are met together here to speak in the fulfilment of the promises given by the
the name of all the nations. Our duty is Governments that the great war should
boldly to face our appointed task, to seek indeed be the " last war ", to the demands of
rational and practical solutions and, above the masses of the workers, grown more
all, to give the public, which on every enlightened and beginning to take a direct
hand is attentive to our words and deeds, part in political life. In the years ensuing
the impression of a strong will to concord on the war - years of universal impoverish-
and peace. Thus only shall we succeed ment, of the healing of wounds, both on the
in re-establishing sanity of outlook, res- part of the defeated and the victorious -the
toring economic activity and reviving waning popular clamour for the abolition of war
confidence. In this task, no nation can increased, and cannot, in the opinion of the
succeed unaided. No nation can live by Soviet delegation, be satisfied by the stabi-
and for itself. Co-operation and the applica- lisation or slight reduction of armaments
ation of moral laws to international relations: or war budgets. What is required is to find
these are the only means by which we a way for putting an end to war.
shall succeed in saving civilisation and the The Soviet Government is not taking part
world. in this Conference on account of formal

obligations, and not under any stimulus
The President. - M. Maxime Litvinoff, from outside. From the very first days of

Commissary for Foreign Affairs, delegate of it existence it condemned war as an instru-
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, ment of national policy, by deeds as well as
will address the Conference. by words, declared against all contributions

and territorial annexations, and the oppres-
sion of one nation by another, and pro-

MI. Litvinoff (Union of Soviet Socialist claimed the principle of national self-
Republics). - Our President and previous determination. Ever since, it has in its own
speakers have told us that this Conference policy pursued with strict consistency the
has no precedent, and no one will disagree line of peaceful and loyal co-operation with
with this. It is without precedent, not only other States. Once war is excluded as an
on account of the number of States repre- instrument of national policy, the Soviet
sented, but also - and principally - on Government sees no need for maintaining
account of the vast demands made upon it armies or navies and other armed forces and,
by humanity, and the enormous importance on its first appearance at an international
of its outcome, whatever this may be. conference - at Genoa, ten years ago - it

This Conference meets as the result of proposed total general disarmament as the
long - we think, too long -- preliminary only way of putting an end to war. It
work. But this preliminary stage is now renewed this proposal as soon as it was
over. We are now face to face with the invited to take part in the work of the
problem of disarmament, which demands a Preparatory Commission for Disarmament.
practical solution without further delays or In making this proposal, my Government
temporising, without digression for the took into consideration the demands and
study of continually arising preliminary claims of the peoples throughout the world,
conditions. as well as the spirit of its own people.

The foundations of this Conference were In the Preparatory Commission, the
laid during the great war, also an event Soviet delegation urged the speediest pos-
without precedent, both as to its scope and sible realisation of its proposal. At the
consequences. For the first time in history, same time, we pointed out the imminent
the peoples have been drawn in their danger of new wars and that the only means
millions into the battlefield indeed, in of averting this danger, under the economic
some countries almost the whole male system prevailing in most countries, would
population was mobilised, and the corre- be total disarmament, and that no treaties,
lation of class forces and social-political pacts, protocols or international organisa-
factors was very different from that in tions could create real security for all
former wars. nations. Our point of view was disputed in

In the very thick of the war, the voice of the Commission. Our warnings as to the
protest against war made itself heard and imminent possibility of new wars were ridi-
the cry " war on war " was raised. The war culed. We were accused of pessimism and
itself could only be kept going, and millions of exaggerating the danger. We were told
of victims engulfed, by calling it " the last that it was " security " that was required
war ". and that this security could be achieved

Yet, the whole history of international by a system of treaties, protocols and other
relations since this so-called " last war " international undertakings suggested by the
has been marked by a steady and systematic League of Nations, and that there was no
increase in the armed forces of all States hurry about disarmament.
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Only a few years have passed since this acuteness of which must be ascribed to the
controversy, and what do we see now? late war and its consequences?
The Disarmament Conference had to begin Nor can the limitation of armaments be
to the accompaniment of the distant rum- expected to prevent the arising of fresh
bling of cannon and the explosions of bombs wars. At the present moment, all States are
from the air. Two States, mutually bound sufficiently supplied with armaments - and
by the League of Nations Covenant, and armaments sharp enough and destructive
the Paris Pact of 1928, have been in a enough - to conduct a war, in comparison
state of war, de facto if not de jure, for five with which the great war would appear
months. No war may as yet have been mere child's play. The reduction of arma-
registered with a notary public, but vast ments is equally incapable of guaranteeing
territories in one of these countries have us against war, especially if such reduction
been occupied by the armed forces of the is not very substantial and is not carried
other, and battles, in which all sorts of out with the conscious purpose of placing
armaments are being employed and thou- obstacles in the way of war.
sands are being killed and wounded, are The Soviet delegation, basing its attitude
being waged between the regular troops upon the needs of the present moment
of both countries. and the demands of the popular masses,

True, all this is going on far away from those demands which necessitated all the
Geneva, far away from Europe, but who is preliminary work of the Conference and
so optimistic as to assert in good faith that which called the Conference itself into being,
the military activities which have begun would sum up the problem before us in the
will be limited to two countries only or words: " security against war ". It is this
even to one continent only ? Who is so that distinguishes our conception of security
optimistic as to assure us confidently that from the conception of other delegations,
the events in the Far East are not the many of whom, when they speak of security,
beginning of a new war, which, in extent, scope mean the assuring of the utmost possible
and - thanks to the latest technical inven- chances of victory to a State subjected to
tions -horror, may eclipse the sinister fame attack. The Soviet delegation considers that
of the last war? we must endeavour to make war itself

Continents are no longer economically and impossible, since it is the people who suffer,
politically isolated. There are countries both in the victorious and defeated countries,
belonging to more than one continent. There and, moreover, as the last war has shown
are not many neighbours in Europe without us, the people in all countries. The Soviet
serious territorial accounts to settle. The delegation appraises from this standpoint
extent of disputed frontiers is greater now all proposals made to the Preparatory Com-
than it was before the war. Can we be sure mission or to be made to this Conference,
that these differences will not be thrown including the French proposals, which are
into the melting pot, if a single one of the worthy of more than a casual reference.
European States should be dragged into It is, indeed, as a mark of respect that I
war? respond to the invitation of lV. Tardieu,

Granted that all this may not happen, of the French delegation, to criticise and
that the fire in the Far East may be kept discuss its proposal.
within local bounds, even then can we be First and foremost it must be stated that,
sure that similar fires will not break out from the point of view of the reduction of
in other parts of the world? What is to armaments, the French proposals scarcely
prevent this? International organisations bring us nearer to our aim, inasmuch as
and pacts? But we have seen that they they are preliminary conditions requiring
are incapable of either preventing or ending to be accepted before any sort of reduction
military activities in the Far East, with all of armaments is to be made on the part of
the consequences of these activities. Public France. The discussion of these conditions
opinion? It is still more impotent. And, would actually convert this Conference into
after all, what is public opinion? Has it a preparatory conference for a future dis-
ever been unanimous anywhere, or served armament conference, requiring perhaps no
a common purpose? Public opinion, as less time than did the Preparatory Comn-
expressed in the Press or through public mission. It must be remembered that these
bodies, serves various interests, the multiple proposals represent the further develop-
interests of various countries and of capitalist ment and materialisation of what is known
groups, of private enterprises and even of as the Geneva Protocol, which has been
individuals in these countries. before the League of Nations for seven

Have not the acts of violence going on years, provoking wide controversy and so
under our very eyes in the Far East their far unaccepted. We have no grounds to
advocates and instigators in the Press, even assume that the same Protocol, pushed to
the Press of countries not immediately its logical conclusion, will meet with greater
concerned? Have we not read quite lately unanimity than before. It would become a
articles in both European and American question of the creation of a new interna-
papers urging the necessity and efficacy of tional organisation with considerable powers
the extension of the war in the Far East and, consequently, of the creation of a new
and actually suggesting that war would be covenant, with regulations for the disposi-
a way out of the crisis, of that very crisis the tion of an international army, for the defini-



tion of aggression; a host of problems fruit- war, could not even always ensure the
lessly debated for ten years in the League of victory to the side attacked.
Nations, with the addition of new and still This is not all. What guarantees would
more complicated ones which would spring there be that such an international army
up. Even now, as far as I know, there is no would be put into operation, and that in
precise interpretation recognised by all good time, before the weaker party to a
Members of the League of Article 16 and conflict was crushed? What guarantees
other articles of the Covenant, and the rules; would there be that the aggressor will really
for their application passed in 1921. To be found and that when found will be the
spend time over these questions in the real aggressor? These questions are by no
present acute state of political and economic means idle, by no means theoretical, but
international antagonisms would mean, as have been suggested by well-known facts of
far as disarmament is concerned, to put the international life very present in the minds
clock back years if not decades. of us all. Let us suppose that an armed

The French proposals, however, as I have conflict is going on somewhere, whether it
already said, interest us most of all from has the official stamp of war or not. First
the point of view of their capacity to create of all, it must be established who is the
security against war, and I should like to aggressor and who the victim, and whether
dwell upon this question in somewhat more there has been an infringement of interna-
detail. tional treaties and undertakings binding

What is the gist of the proposals of the upon both parties? In most cases, this is by
French delegation? It is proposed to create no means a complicated matter. The un-
a new army, to consist of a certain number sophisticated man-in-the-street would have
of military bomb-carriers, scattered over little difficulty in giving an answer to these
various countries or concentrated in a single questions and no doubt his answer would
place, and a certain number of troops be the right one. But when it is interna-
reserved in various countries for special tional organisations and individual Govern-
purposes. In other words, an army of, say, ments which have to give the answer, they
a few hundred thousand men is to be ade- might not always be ready with it, and are
quately equipped for the purpose of joining reduced to issuing appeals, exhortations and
the forces of a State recognised to have threats simultaneously to both sides. I
been the victim of attack. A State which merely use this supposition for the sake
intends to attack another will have in of argument.
advance to reckon, not only with the forces But now I would ask--should such a
of its immediate enemy, but also with those conflict arise in the future -- what guar-
of an army, so to speak, allied to it. Does antees would there be that the existing, or
this imply that the aggressive party will some new international, organisation, at
inevitably refrain from attack? Have we whose disposal the international army would
not had experience enough of allies and allied be, would be able or desirous to establish
armies, and have they ever been the slightest which is the guilty side? After all, it can
guarantee against war? Many a State in hardly bomb both sides simultaneously, so
the past, when preparing for war, has had as to make sure of hitting the aggressor!
to reckon in advance that it would be up What, I ask, are the guarantees that a new
against more than one State, and this con- international organisation, or the existing
sideration has not invariably prevented it one with increased actual power, will really
from carrying out. its war-like intentions. be able or willing to use such power for
Either it has provided itself with allies, or the defence of the weaker, for the protection
made its programme of armaments to out- of the attacked against the attacker?
weigh all possible forces of the enemy side. National egoism has been mentioned here
All that an aggressive State would have to as an obstacle to international action.
do then would be to take into consideration Apparently this egoism shows itself, not
the forces of the international army also, only in the decisions of individual Govern-
in laying its plans. ments, but finds its way into the proposals

Again, it is obvious that such an interna- and decisions of the representatives of these
tional army is not likely to be very big. Governments at international organisations,
We cannot assume that even those States paralysing their action or giving it an
which are adjacent to the theatre of war undesirable turn. If such cases have occur-
will be able or willing (except in very special red in the past what is to prevent them from
cases) to send large forces to take part in a occurring again? Further, what are the
war not directly concerning them, especially guarantees that, since this egoism admit-
when they themselves have accounts to tedly exists, an international army would
settle with the State they are called upon to not be exploited in the interests of some
assist. Supposing then that a strong State, State which has won for itself a leading
capable in time of war of mustering an army position in the international organisation
running into millions, attacks a State many through separate alliances, eitentres and
times weaker than itself ! It is quite obvious agreements? There is not a word about the
that a few hundred thousand more soldiers prohibition of such alliances in the French
on the side of the weaker State would not be proposals.
a decisive factor, and therefore such an I shall be told that the stronger and more
international army, far from preventing actual the means of pressure at the disposal
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of an international organisation, the more than was done by the Treaty's own initiators.
resolutely will it act. I venture to doubt My Government itself makes a practice
this. If States represented in such an of concluding mutual non-aggression pacts
organisation, either from fear of upsetting which it considers infinitely more significant
their relations with the aggressor, or from than multilateral or general treaties. It
other egoistic nationalist considerations, has always proposed non-aggression pacts
cannot always agree to the use of even feeble to all States. These pacts are a kind of acid
means of pressure for the averting and ending test for making other States display their
of conflicts, how much more are they likely spirit, whether peaceful or the reverse. When
to hesitate'before applying such a powerful a pact proposed to a State is immediately
weapon as the despatch of their own armies? accepted and put into force, a certain sta-
This being so, is it to be expected that bility in the relations between the two
States will be sufficiently imbued with the States may be affirmed. When such a pro-
necessary confidence in an international posal is not immediately accepted but
organisation and in its impartiality to considered for years, and even after the first
entrust their security to it and place their letter of the signature has been appended to
own national troops at its disposal? it a period of meditation ensues, and the

The question of an international army completion of the signature is postponed,
arose and was discussed, if I am not mis- there is naturally less feeling of confidence.
taken, thirteen years ago, when the Cove- But still more serious doubts of a peaceful
nant of the League of Nations was being spirit arise with regard to States which
drawn up, and it was then decided in the categorically reject proposals for the con-
negative. At that time, there was much more clusion of a pact of non-aggression, either on
faith in international organisations than some excuse or other, or without giving
now. Five months ago, there was still more any excuse. It is then obviously impossible
faith in international organisations than to deny the importance of international
exists now. As for international differences pacts as a means of discovering the peaceful
and national egoism, surely these have or hostile attitude of another State. In
not been diminished during the last thirteen addition it must be admitted that the
years ! A glance over events in the sphere conclusion of a non-aggression pact increases
of international economic relations will the guilt of the aggressor in cases of dis-
suffice to convince us of this. turbance of the peace. Such pacts cannot,

I pass over the question of the extent to however, be considered an actual guarantee
which the Soviet Union could be expected against war. Total and general disarma-
to confide its security and a part of its own ment is the only effective guarantee against
armies to an international organisation war and its devastating effects.
consisting largely of States openly hostile to The Soviet delegation submitted to the
it, even to the extent of refusing to. maintain Preparatory Commission. for the Disarma-
normal relations with it. The workers and ment Conference a draft convention for total
peasants of the Soviet Union are more disarmament, to be realised in the course
likely to see in an international army of four years. This was four years ago, and
created in such conditions a threat to their it will hardly be denied that, if our proposal
country. had been accepted at the time, the events

I feel bound, therefore, to state frankly in the Far East would not have occurred.
that, as far as security against war, and, there would have been no threats of a new
therefore, security of States, are concerned, world war, and the economic crisis now
the French proposals arouse grave doubts being almost universally experienced would
in our minds. The Soviet delegation is undoubtedly have been less acute.
thereby only strengthened in its conviction The idea of total disarmament is distin-
that the only infallible way to solve the guished from all other plans by its
problem of the organisation of peace, the simplicity and by the ease with which it
problem of averting war, the problem of could be carried out and with which its
assuring security to all nations is the way realisation could be controlled. A plan for
recommended by it - the way of general total disarmament would eliminate all those
and total disarmament. difficult and thorny questions which made

It would, however, be wrong to infer the work of the Preparatory Commission so
from what I have said that the Soviet dele- long drawn out, condemned to sterility the
gation denies the importance and efficacy of innumerable international conferences of
all other ways of consolidating peace short of the last few years held in various capitals on
total disarmament. The Soviet Government the question of disarmament, and gave rise
has shown its readiness for international to those gloomy forecasts with which this
co-operation by taking part in a series of Conference has been met.
international congresses and organisations Identical security and equality of condi-
and by the proposals which it brought before tions for all countries could only be arrived
them. at by means of total disarmament. As

Nor do we underrate the importance of regards control, it is sufficiently obvious
international treaties and undertakings for that it would be much easier to find a State
peace. My Government acceded to the 1928 out when making tanks, cannon, machine-
Paris Treaty at the time and even put it guns, bombing-planes, in spite of an inter-
nto force with neighbouring States earlier national undertaking, than if it were only
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increasing its output of these weapons above equals rights of all participants in the
the percentage internationally established. Conference, and equal security for all States.
It would be easier to find a State out when The country I represent here is in a less
training its population in the use of machine- favourable position as regards security than
guns and bomb-throwing, in the face of other countries. Only fourteen years ago,
international prohibition, than if it were it was the object of armed attack on all its
merely increasing its army above the frontiers, of blockade and of political and
percentage laid down. economic boycott. For fourteen years, it

I must, however, once again emphasise has been the object of indescribable slander
the fact that the Soviet delegation has by no and hostile campaigns. Even now, many
means come here merely to put before you, States, including one of the strongest naval
yet another time, its proposal for total and PoWers, do not conceal their hostility to
general disarmament, or to declare that we it, even to the extent of refusing to establish
are determined to have all or nothing, normal peaceful relations, and many States
complete disarmament or none at all. maintaining normal relations with it have
We have no illusions whatsoever as to the refused to conclude or confirm pacts of
fate in store for our proposition. Our non-aggression.
delegation is ready to discuss with you any The present events in the Far East, which
proposals tending to reduce armaments, and have evoked universal alarm, cannot but
the further such reduction goes, the more cause special anxiety in the Soviet Union
readily will the Soviet delegation take part owing to its geographical nearness to the
in the work of the Conference. Considering theatre of these events, where huge armies
the draft Convention drawn up by the Pre- are operating, and where anti-Soviet Russian
paratory Commission altogether inadequate, emigres are mobilising their forces. Despite
the Soviet delegation will advocate here its all this, I am empowered to declare here the
own draft for the reduction of armaments, readiness of the Soviet Union to disarm to
which, however, it regards merely as the the same extent and at the same rate to
first step towards total disarmament. which the other Powers, first and foremost

I would remind the Conference that the those actually at its borders, may agree.
Soviet delegation was the first to propose, I feel bound to express once more that
in its second draft convention put before no measures for the reduction of armaments
the Preparatory Commission, the complete can meet the pressing needs of the present
destruction of the most aggressive types of moment.
armaments, including The political and economic differences

Tanks and supe y le existing between various States, which have1. Tanks and super-heavy long-range ^ intensified si thbecome considerably intensified sifnce the
artillery; great war and owing to the crisis, are

2. Ships of upwards of 10,000 tons inevitably and rapidly leading to a new
displacement ; armed conflict between nations. This

conflict, owing to modern improvements in
3. Naval artillery of over 12 inches the weapons of destruction, threatens

calibre; humanity with incredible disasters, unpre-
4. Aircraft carriers; cedented devastation. The impending4. ArJircraft carriers; menace of war is causing universal alarm
5. Military dirigibles and arousing universal suspicion. This

alarm and. suspicion, together with the bur-
6. Heavy bombing-planes, all stock of den of taxation imposed upon the people for

air bombs and any other means the maintenance by States of huge armed
of destruction for use from air- forces, are nourishing and intensifying the
planes; present economic crisis, which is felt in

7. All means and apparatus for all its weight first and foremost by the
chemical, incendiary and bacte- working classes. In these circumstances,
riological warfare. the task of the hour is not the repetition of

any attempt to achieve some reduction of
The Soviet delegation proposed the armaments or war budgets, the realisation

complete prohibition of air bombing, and of which is bound to come up against
not only beyond the limits of a definite tremendous obstacles, but the actual pre-
area. It also proposed not merely to refrain vention of war, through the creation of
from chemical warfare but actually from effective security against war. This task
preparing for it in time of peace. can only be carried out by means of total

All these proposals remain in full force and general disarmament.
for the present Conference. The Soviet delegation will move a

The Soviet delegation will recommend the resolution to this effect, convinced as it is
progressive proportional method as the most that there would be no external obstacle
impartial and equitable method for the to the carrying out of general disarmament
reduction of armaments, allowing for if the Governments here represented show
facilities and exceptions in favour of weaker their readiness for it.
countries in danger of aggression. It will The sole aim of the Soviet Government is
warmly support any proposals approaching the building up of socialism on the terri-
or outstripping its own. It will support the tory of the Soviet Union, and, in the face
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of the successful accomplishment of the has been made in connection with the
first Five-Year Plan, of colossal achieve- first two problems. As regards the first,
ments in every sphere of economic life, it many bilateral treaties of arbitration and
seems to the Soviet delegation that what has conciliation have been concluded. Acces-
been obvious from the beginning must by sions to the Optional Clause of the Statute
now be as clear as daylight to all and of the Permanent Court of International
sundry - namely, that the Soviet Union Justice have been received in increasing
requires neither the increase of territory numbers and the General Act has been
nor interference in the affairs of other framed, and signed by a considerable number
nations to achieve its aim, and could therefore of countries.
do without army, navy, military aviation As regards security, the Locarno Agree-
and all other forms of armed forces. It ments form an important guarantee of
does, however, require the assurance that peace, and almost all the countries of the
there will be no attempts against Soviet world have solemnly acceded to the Briand-
territory either and that other States will Kellogg Pact, which condemns aggressive
not interfere in its internal affairs and that warfare as an international crime. A
its peaceful economic construction will not number of treaties of non-aggression have
be tampered with from without. It will also been signed, a Convention on Financial
only feel this assurance if other States Assistance has been concluded, and the last
also agree to give up their armed forces. Assembly of the League adopted a Conven-

Now, when the whole world is going tion to improve the Means of preventing
through an unprecedented economic crisis War. When we consider, moreover, that the
which is shaking the edifice of the capitalist Covenant itself contains guarantees of secu-
system to its foundations, the masses of rity of importance for the maintenance of
the people suffering from unemployment peace, we have to admit that very real
to an extent hitherto unknown, from uni- contractual guarantees of security already
versal wage reductions, threatened by still exist. What, in my view, is still wanting,
further economic upheavals, the full burden however, is a resolute determination to
of which the ruling classes readily shift interpret and apply those various obligations
on to their shoulders, must be relieved as in such a way as to promote real confidence
far as possible from the threat of the among the nations.
catastrophe of war which the course of the At this point, I must stress the growing
economic crisis is making more and more anguish with which my country, like so
imminent. Security against war must be many others, has watched the course of
created. This security can never be achieved events in the Far East, constituting as they
by roundabout ways, but only by the direct do a very serious menace to the results
way of total general disarmament. already obtained at Geneva in the cause

This is no communist slogan. The Soviet of organised peace. On behalf of my
delegation knows that the triumph of Government, I express the most earnest
socialist principles, removing the causes hope that peace may be promptly restored
giving rise to armed conflicts, is the only by energetic action on the part of the League
absolute guarantee of peace. So long, and of the Powers specially concerned.
however, as these principles prevail only Coming now to disarmament, I note that
in one-sixth of the world, there is only the progress made on international lines
one means of organising security against has been practically negligible. True, there
war, and that is total and general disarma- are the Washington agreements on the
ment. One proof of its practicability is limitation of the naval forces of certain
the fact that it is proposed by a State great Powers. In other categories of arma-
with a population of over 160 millions. ments, on the contrary, there appears to
This idea is by no means Utopian in itself; me to have been a fairly general increase,
but it can be made Utopian by its rejection despite growing economic difficulties. Most
by the other States represented here. We States will certainly tell us that they have
hope that the responsible representatives made a reduction - greater or smaller as
of States here present will treat the idea the case may beinthis or that class of arma-
expressed by the Soviet delegation with the ments, but undoubtedly there is a disquiet-
seriousness which the problem of assuring ing increase in those weapons of warfare
to all nations real security against war, which may perhaps be called upon to play
real peace, deserves. the principal part in a modern war, an

increase reflected in the war material
The President. - The next speaker is budgets of many States. I venture to draw

Baron Bamel, Minister for Foreign Affairs, your special attention to the amazing
delegate of Sweden. development of the air forces of the great

military Powers. If the States represented
Baron Ramel (Sweden): here desire to take positive steps to streng-

then the confidence of the peoples in treaties
Translation: When the Geneva Pro- of arbitration and security, it is their

tocol was being framed, the League's pro- imperative duty to make a joint effort
gramme was specifically designed to cover and to frame a Convention providing for
arbitration, security and disarmament. the limitation and reduction of national

There is no doubt that great progress armaments.
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That Convention must be general; in marked differences of opinion came to
other words, all the more important States light. Many of its provisions were adopted
must accede to it. But, in reducing arma- only by a narrow majority, many delegations
ments, we must establish a more satisfac- abstained from voting on a number of
tory balance between the armaments of points, and certain clauses in the draft are
the various States. From this standpoint, plainly the result of a compromise. I
it seems obvious that the success of the presume, therefore, that the Conference
Conference depends on the Powers which will subject this text to further scrutiny and
are most heavily armed. that several of its details will be fully dis-

A convention that is satisfactory from the cussed by the Committees, which I hope
technical point of view will not suffice alone will be set up at the earliest possible moment.
to bring about a rational solution of so I should like, however, to take this opportu-
complex a problem as disarmament: there nity of making clear the Swedish delega-
must be a political rapprochement between tion's general attitude to the various provi-
the Powers and a settlement of the great sions of the draft.
problems of reparations and international It is, in the first place, of the utmost
debts, the effect of which on practically all importance that the provisions of a Conven-
nations - and not only on the nations tion for the reduction of armaments should
directly concerned - is becoming more and deal effectively with all the elements enter-
more apparent. ing into the composition of the armaments

During the preparatory work for the of the different countries. If such is not
Conference, Sweden consistently maintained the case and if the Convention is confined
the view that the adoption of an interna- to limiting certain elements while ignoring
tional convention for the limitation of arma- others, it is to be feared that the vari6us
ments, on the lines I have just indicated, countries will concentrate their efforts on
would of itself strengthen the feeling of the elements which are not limited, so that,
security among the nations. My Govern- instead of increasing international confi-

ment still holds that view, and considers dence, such a development would be much
that, even though we are still unable to more likely to weaken it.
offer the world a satisfactory legal organisa- As regards land armaments, the Swedish
tion, a first step in the reduction of arma- Government considers that the fact that
ments is imperative, after which it will be the draft contains no clause providing
easier to develop arbitration procedure and for the limitation of trained reserves gives
to introduce new measures in the interests rise to serious objections. In this respect,
of security. The Swedish Government, therefore, the Swedish delegation intends
therefore, having in mind the considerations to defend the view it upheld throughout
I have just submitted to you, has instructed the preliminary deliberations. Admittedly,
its delegation to the Conference to do its however, an effective limitation of the
utmost, by all the means at its disposal, period of military service and of land war
to bring about the adoption of an interna- material would result automatically in a
tional convention providing for the greatest certain indirect limitation of trained reserves
possible reduction of existing armaments. entailing a reduction in the number of

It was only to be expected that the effectives mobilisable on the outbreak of

representatives of certain countries would war. The Preparatory Disarmament Con-
demand further measures for increasing mission, however, rejected by a small
security, and the French delegation has majority a proposal for the direct limitation
already placed before us a most important of land material. It is the intention of the
proposal. This suggestion may be followed Swedish delegation to re-open this question.
by others. The Swedish delegation is pre- Even while admitting that budgetary limita-
pared to give unbiased and careful considera- tion of material may be of the highest

tion to any proposal intended to reinforce importance, it nevertheless remains true

security- for instance, by the organisation that direct limitation is the only real means

of an international armed force; but, at the of preventing the various countries from

same time, it feels bound to emphasise its concentrating their attention in this respect
conviction that security cannot be effectively on certain arms of a particularly aggressive
reinforced in the absence of simultaneous character.
and effectual measures for the reduction of Moreover, the direct method is the only
armaments. The Swedish Government is one whereby allowance can be made for
fully aware of the necessity of endowing any the unequal distribution of stocks of war
international juridical organisation which material among the various countries; in
may be set up with certain means of coercion, this connection, I should like to point out
and Sweden will make no attempt to shirk that my Government would heartily wel-
its obligations in that respect. come the total prohibition of the use of

As a basis for the work of the Conference, certain arms, such as tanks and heavy
we have the draft Convention drawn up by artillery.
the Preparatory Commission. This text, Another matter in which the draft Conven-
which is of a purely preliminary nature tion in its existing form is still less satis-
intended merely to serve as a framework for factory is that of the limitation of air

the proposed convention, is the fruit of forces. This is the more regrettable as, in
long discussions, in the course of which modern warfare, aviation tends to play



a more and more important part, and to really effective international control.
constant and rapid technical progress is The Swedish delegation is therefore pre-
being made in this department. The pared to accept any obligations involved
enormous air fleets in existence constitute in such a system of control and to do its
an increasingly serious peril for our civilisa- utmost to bring about the insertion of the
tion. The Swedish Government would necessary clauses in the Convention.
therefore welcome thelinternational prohibi- However important the examination andtion of military aviation combined with revision of the draft Convention may be,the internationalisation or strict interna- it will be the principal - and, at the sametional control of civil aviation: this would time, the most difficult duty of the Confer-
strike a very effective blow at chemical ence to fix the maximum figures of nationalwarfare, which must be combated in all armaments, once the methods of limitationits forms. have been determined. In this connection,

The budgetary experts have drafted an I will merely remind you of the statement
extremely interesting report on the limita- I made at the beginning of my speech to
tion of military budgets, and their proposal the effect that the Swedish delegation
seems to me to provide a very valuable regards it as its duty to make every effort
basis of discussion. We cannot, however, to have these figures fixed at as low a level
ignore the fact that, since the report of as possible. Sweden is prepared, provided
the budget experts was submitted, diffi- that the Convention to be concluded is
culties not foreseen by them have arisen general, in the sense in which I used the
with regard to the application of the budget word just now, to collaborate in reaching
scheme contemplated. A considerable num- an agreement providing for the greatest
ber of countries have recently abandoned possible reduction of national armaments.
the gold standard. It is indispensable, Such is the attitude of Sweden to the greatin my opinion, that the competent com- problems before us. It is the attitude of anmittee to be set up should devote special essentially peaceful nation, which hasattention to the question of the limitationattention to the question of the limitation already, of its own free will, effectivelyof budgets in the event of fluctuation in reduced its armaments and is now eagerl
the purehasing-power of the various cur- awaiting a general reduction of armaments

Ir aCnento fo te ies.m o throughout the world.If a Convention for the limitation and
reduction of armaments is to achieve its (The Conference rose at 1 p.m.)
real object, its application must be subjected




